The finite remote past tenses in Udmurt: From temporal to modal and pragmatic functions

In addition to synthetic past tenses, there are several analytic past tenses in the Udmurt language. The analytic remote past tenses have been scarcely studied and they are inconsistently described in previous studies, grammars and textbooks. The present contribution aims to describe the functions of two finite remote past tenses in Udmurt. The data used in the study are newspaper texts, and the analysis has been conducted with the help of native speakers. I have analyzed two sets of forms: the first representing the finite remote past and the second the finite remote past. The results show that Serebrennikov’s (1960) description of the analytic remote pasts is in many ways accurate, and that contrary to what many newer descriptions suggest, the forms in question do not differ in aspectual notions. The forms have the temporal properties of general remote pasts. Nonetheless, the remote past constructions in Udmurt do not only operate on a temporal level but also bear modal and pragmatic functions. Both forms have a future counterfactual function, which is used to express an unfulfilled action or intention. Both forms may also be pragmatically motivated: the first remote past may be used to mark information as shared knowledge and it may alter the tone of the utterance, whereas the second remote past may imply a combination of evidential, inferential and mirative notions.
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I. Introduction

In addition to synthetic past tenses, many Uralic languages use analytic forms to refer to past events. Analytic past tenses consisting of an auxiliary and a finite form of the lexical verb are typical for the Uralic languages spoken in the Volga region, such as Mari and Udmurt, and similar forms are found in the Turkic languages spoken in the area (Honti 2000; Bradley et al. 2022). Although the tense systems of these languages are particularly rich in form and function, the analytic forms have not received much attention in earlier studies. The aim of this article is to introduce the temporal, modal and pragmatic functions of the finite remote past tense of Udmurt.

Udmurt belongs to the Permian branch of the Uralic language family. As a highly agglutinative and morphologically rich language with a dominantly head-final word order, Udmurt represents features very typical of the Uralic languages (Edygarova 2022). Udmurt has undergone significant influence from the neighboring Turkic languages Tatar, Chuvash and Bashkir. In addition to the Turkic languages, a major influence is Russian (Bartens 2000; for more details, see Edygarova 2022). In Udmurt, the past tense system consists of two synthetic past tenses, the witnessed or neutral first past and the evidential second past, and a variety of analytic forms. Most studies on the Udmurt tense system have focused on the two synthetic past tenses (Siegl 2004; Kubitsch 2022). The analytic past tenses are formed by combining finite and non-finite verb forms with the past copula. Some of the analytic past forms are remote past tenses, which resemble pluperfects in Standard Average European (SAE) (cf. Dahl 1985: 144–149). The analytic past tenses of Udmurt, including the remote past, have scarcely been studied and are only briefly presented in the existing grammars and textbooks. The remote past forms are relatively marginal and infrequent, yet they are regularly encountered in texts and grammars and they offer intriguing insights into the typology of remote pasts.

Serebrennikov (1960: 121–125) describes the analytic remote pasts in Udmurt as having a wide range of functions. In addition to marking an action as preceding another action in the context, the remote pasts are used to mark actions and events interrupted by a following event, as well as in anaphorically referring to something that has been said or discussed earlier. In her article on the remote past forms, Zaguljaeva (1984) states that the forms express distant past events which take place and end before
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another event. Zaguljaeva also claims that the forms may express an action “contradicting” another action or event. While she gives some examples, she does not elaborate further on the topic.

The recent western Udmurt grammars have a different take on describing the functions of the finite remote past forms. Kel'makov and Hännikäinen (2008: 268–269) refer to the forms as pluperfects, and claim that they express an action or event, taking place before the moment of speech or possibly in a remoter past, happening before another action or event in synthetic past (first past or second past). Although Kel'makov and Hännikäinen do not use aspectual terminology to describe the forms, their description seems to suggest the difference between the two forms to be of aspectual nature: the first remote past would pay attention to the process (1), while the second remote past would be used to denote the result of the action (2).

(1) Со толон тонэ утчаз вал но, ӧз шедьты.
   "So tolon ton-e utča-z val no, s/he yesterday you-acc search-pst1.3sg be.pst1 but
   ӗ-z šed’tį.  
   NEG.pst1-3 find.cng
   ‘He was looking for you yesterday but did not find [you].’
   (Kel'makov & Hännikäinen 2008: 269)

(2) Килем арняе соос доры эшъёссы лыкт’il’ам вилэм.
   "Kiłem arña-je soos dor-į eš-jos-sį last week-ILL they home-ILL friend-pl-poss.3pl
   likt-il’am vilem.
   come-pst2.3pl be.pst2
   ‘Last week, their friends came to visit them [according to them]’
   (Kel'makov & Hännikäinen 2008: 269)

While the descriptions do not include words such as aspect, imperfective or perfective, the description as such suggests that the first remote past conveys an imperfective meaning, whereas the second past would be used as a perfective form. A similar explanation is offered by Winkler (2011: 99–100), who refers to Kel'makov and Hännikäinen’s textbook in his grammar, and Kozmács (2002). In the examples which Kel'makov and Hännikäinen (2008: 269) provide, it is apparent that the chosen example of the first remote past (1) denotes an action or event not ending in results, or
somehow contradicting the following events, which Serebrennikov (1960) and Zaguljaeva (1984) had previously described as characteristic of the Udmurt remote pasts. A contradictive use, however, is not exclusively typical of the first remote past: according to Serebrennikov (1960: 122–123), the second remote past may convey similar meanings as well.

As there is no consistent nor exhaustive description of the Udmurt remote past forms, this article aims to give a deeper insight to the functions of the remote past and the contexts in which different functions and motivations may arise. I call these forms remote pasts, as their semantic profile only partially fits that of typical pluperfects – in Udmurt, there is no unambiguous category of perfect, although the second past carries some typical semantic features of perfects (Leinonen & Vilkuna 2000). The functions which are to be given closer scrutiny in the analysis of the data are (i) the temporal function, (ii) the future counterfactual function, referred to as contradictive or discontinued function in previous literature, and other categories connected with future counterfactuality, such as frustrated mental states, (iii) discourse-anaphoric function and (iv) evidential and mirative functions. On a larger scale, the paper contributes to tracing the typology of remote past functions and semantics.

The results of the study show that the functions of the two forms do not differ in aspect, rather they differ in the notion of knowledge management. Both forms are used to express future counterfactuality, although the first remote past seems more prone to future counterfactual use. Both remote pasts may also be used to refer to something that has been earlier discussed by the discourse participants. Connected with future counterfactuality, or possibly also rising from the context of having been discussed before, the first remote past may also convey frustrative meanings. The second remote past, on the other hand, may have a mirative or a counterexpectational meaning.

The structure of the article is as follows: in Section 2 I present the materials and methods used for the study. In Section 3, I present the tense system of Udmurt, with special attention paid to previous descriptions and studies on past tense. In Section 4, I present the main theoretical framework of the study, reflecting on how the Udmurt remote past relates to different categories intertwined with temporality. In Section 5 I present the analysis of the two forms in question. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Data and research

The study is a synchronic linguistic analysis on the function of the forms in question. Newspaper texts form the most significant part of the data used for the study. I have used the corpus database Udmurt Corpora provided by Timofey Arkhangelskiy and Maria Medvedeva at the School of Linguistics of HSE (http://udmurt.web-corpora.net). This database consists of a corpus of contemporary written literary Udmurt, a corpus of Udmurt-language social media and a sound-aligned corpus of Udmurt dialects. The corpus of contemporary written literary Udmurt is the main corpus of the database, and I have specifically used the subcorpus of Udmurt duńńe, the most popular and well-known Udmurt-language newspaper. I chose to examine newspapers from the years 2013 and 2014 (633,672 tokens), with the exception of the negative second remote past forms, as the subcorpus search yielded no results for them; I ran the search for the negative second past forms across the whole subcorpus of Udmurt duńńe (2007–2017, 6,364,820 tokens). I searched the subcorpus for both finite synthetic past forms combined with the past auxiliary val/viļem. For this article, altogether 122 instances of remote pasts have been analyzed, of which 86 represent the first remote past and 36 represent the second remote past. The analysis is conducted by examining the forms in their context, paying special attention to other tense forms, elements of future counterfactuality, discourse-pragmatic use in interviews and questions as well as evidential and mirative meanings. Cyrillic (Russian) language data is transcribed according to the International Scholarly System, while the Uralic Phonetic Alphabet (UPA) is used for transcribing Udmurt.

I have complemented the research by consulting two native speakers, Svetlana Edygarova and Lukeriya Shikhova. All the main observations have originally been made by the author; the native speakers have provided me with some further reasoning for choosing a remote past instead of a non-remote past in certain contexts and confirmed my observations to be correct and justified. Both native speakers produced some additional examples to help clarify the difference between certain forms and they gave me advice on which factors could affect the choice of the form. In my analysis, I have marked the source of the produced examples accordingly.

1. This includes all the forms found in the data.
The articles in *Udmurt duńńe* deal with political, societal, economic and cultural issues of the Udmurt Republic. The newspaper represents the standard language, although the journalists are nowadays encouraged not to avoid dialectal expressions and forms. As the grammatical phenomenon in question has not yet been adequately described, I have chosen to focus the study on the representation of these forms in standard language. It should be noted that while the materials in question represent newspaper texts, with only a few exceptions, all of the occurrences are found in interviews and stories people tell about their or someone else's lives. It is important to note the genre of the texts, as the forms are remarkably rare in the corpus, and this observation supports the results of the study concerning the future counterfactual, frustrative and pragmatic functions of the finite remote past forms, as the forms are mostly used in contexts of discourse and (inter)subjective positioning.

3. Past tense in Udmurt

Udmurt uses two synthetic past tenses. The first past is often described as the default past tense, whereas the second past is its evidential pair, a form of unwitnessed or reported action. (Bartens 2000: 207–208; Leinonen & Vilkuna 2000; Siegl 2004.) The forms of first past and second past are presented in Tables 1a and 1b below.

Evidentiality in Udmurt has been discussed in various previous studies (Leinonen & Vilkuna 2000; Siegl 2004; Kubitsch 2022). The Udmurt second past expresses non-eyewitness and indirect evidence, including hearsay and inference, but also mirativity and sometimes a lower degree of commitment (Kubitsch 2022). Siegl (2004: 12) sees the first past predominantly as a general or evidentially neutral past instead of a definitively “witnessed” past. Nevertheless, as Kubitsch (2022) points out, when in contrast with the the second past, it could be associated with direct experience, firsthand information or accurate knowledge. Evidentiality is considered a category separate from mood and modality, but evidential markers may develop secondary meanings connected with e.g. the reliability and

---

2. In the first remote past sample, only one occurrence was found in a news article; in the second remote past, the corresponding number was two.
3. In comparison, a search for the synthetic first past forms in the subcorpus yielded over 40,000 results.
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The probability of the information, which resemble modal meanings (Aikhenvald 2004: 6–7). Givón (2001: 326) states that there is an implicit connection between evidentiality and epistemic modality. According to Kubitsch (2022), the difference between the first and the second past can be related to the accuracy or reliability of the information, and the second past may also be connected to a lower degree of commitment.

The prototypical use of the first past and the second past is demonstrated below in (3a) and (3b).

(3) a. Коля толон ԓъктз.
   Kol’а tolon ԓъkt-3sg
   ‘Kolja came yesterday.’ (Kel’makov & Hännikäinen 2008: 200)

b. Коля толон ԓъктэм.
   Kol’а tolon ԓъkt-em.
   ‘Kolja came yesterday [apparently].’ (Kel’makov & Hännikäinen 2008: 200)

---

4. Leinonen and Vilkuna (2000: 498) also mention the matter of reliability in their study. However, they point out that the reliability of the source is not the real issue but rather whether the speaker takes responsibility for what they said.
Hearsay is the best-known and most often mentioned meaning of the Udmurt second past. Inference is the case when the speaker has not witnessed the action themselves but infer it based on visible or tangible evidence or results (Aikhenvald 2015). The mirative meaning can be described as an unprepared mind or new information that the speaker evaluates as surprising (DeLancey 1997). Mirativity should be considered a distinct semantic and grammatical category, though it is often shown to be linked with evidentiality (DeLancey 1997; Aikhenvald 2004: 195; Peterson 2010; see also Aikhenvald 2012). Mirative meaning is also connected to mental distancing: temporal distance encoded by the evidentials could be associated with mental distance (Kubitsch 2019). The mirative use of the Udmurt second past is shown in (4), where the speaker finds herself covered in thistles and is surprised at this.

(4) Тыни ук копак люгы лякиськем бордам!
   
   **Tiñi uk kopak l'ugi l'akišk-em bord-am!**
   
   here PTCL all thistle stick-PST2.3SG side-INE.1SG
   
   ‘Look, thistles all stuck to me!’ (Kubitsch 2022: 274)

Kubitsch (2022: 273–275) points out that in Udmurt, the second past functions as a mirative strategy rather than a mirative marker, as it is not primarily a mirative marker but can be interpreted as mirative via context: mirativity in the second past is always implied. The only exception is the second past form of the verb ‘be’ (*vilem*) which can refer to events or states effective in the present, and may in some contexts be considered a mirative marker.

Udmurt lacks an unambiguous category of perfect. Udmurt has three different past forms or constructions with perfect-like functions, but none of them entirely fits the category of a perfect (Leinonen & Vilkuna 2000: 495–512). The typical functions of a perfect are divided between three forms: the evidential second past described above, the experiential and the resultative participle. The two latter forms may also combine with a past copula, and thus form remote past forms with functions similar to SAE pluperfects (cf. Leinonen & Vilkuna 2000: 511; Kel’makov & Hännikäinen 2008: 235, 237; see also Nasibullin 1984). As these forms are based on non-finites, they are outside the scope of this study and shall be studied in more detail in future studies.
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The descriptions of the Udmurt remote past forms vary both regarding their form and function. Most studies, grammars and textbooks refer to them as pluperfects that, by and large, correlate in function with western pluperfects (cf. Serebrennikov 1960; Kozmács 2002; Kel'makov & Hännikäinen 2008; Winkler 2011), while some publications refer to them as remote analytic pasts (Zaguljaeva 1984). Different studies give different paradigms to the remote past constructions, as presented below in Tables 2 and 3. The forms taken into consideration in this study are the finite variants, as shown in Examples (1) and (2) in Section 1, and they are set in bold in Table 3.

Table 2: Earlier descriptions of Udmurt remote pasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st remote past</th>
<th>2nd remote past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serebrennikov 1960</td>
<td>-Vm(poss) + val / pst2 + vīlem</td>
<td>pst1 + val</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaguljaeva 1984</td>
<td>-Vm(poss) / pst2 + val</td>
<td>pst1 + val</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Descriptions of the Udmurt remote pasts in modern grammars and textbooks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st remote past</th>
<th>2nd remote past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kel'makov &amp; Hännikäinen 2008</td>
<td>pst1 + val</td>
<td>-Vm(poss) + val / pst2 + vīlem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkler 2011</td>
<td>pst1 + val</td>
<td>-Vm(poss) / pst2 + val</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kozmács 2002</td>
<td>pst1 + val</td>
<td>pst2 + val / vīlem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarakanov 2011</td>
<td>pst1 + val</td>
<td>-Vm(poss) + val / pst2 + vīlem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the above-mentioned works (Tables 2 and 3), Bartens (2000: 208–210) mentions the forms and explains that they express “a remoter past”. Leinonen and Vilkuna (2000: 511) briefly review the remote past forms in their study on the Permian past tense and conclude that the Udmurt analytic remote past tense forms “signal a break in the narrative sequence”, which concurs with how Serebrennikov (1960: 121–124) and Zaguljaeva (1984) describe the form to express an action that was interrupted, led to no results or contradicts the following. Serebrennikov (1960: 125) also claims that the first remote past is used to refer to earlier discussions. This function is not mentioned in the later grammars and studies written on the subject. In the later western grammars and textbooks (Kozmács 2002; Kel'makov & Hännikäinen 2008; Winkler 2011) the functions of the
remote past forms are described as differentiated based on whether it is the process or the result which is given attention. The problem with this explanation for the functions of the remote past constructions is that it leaves the reader under the impression that the two forms differ in aspectual nature, but when one studies the forms more closely, it is apparent that both respective forms may denote a perfective or an imperfective action, which I will show later in the analysis in Section 5.1.

As this article concerns only the finite forms, the non-finite second remote past in Tables 2 and 3 \((-Vm{(poss)} + val)\) is not taken into consideration in this study. Some studies (Kozmács 2002, Winkler 2011) do mention the possibility of combining the finite second past and a first past auxiliary \(val\), and it remains unclear whether this form would be evidential or non-evidential. I ran a search in the Udmurt corpus (whole corpus search, as a search in the subcorpus defined in Section 2 did not yield any results) for second past forms combining with a non-evidential auxiliary \(val\), and it seems that these types of forms occur only rarely, mostly found in an Udmurt-language newspaper published in Tatarstan. This would suggest that this form is an areally used variant for either the first or the second remote past. As this article concerns itself only with the finite forms in standard literary Udmurt, these forms will not be taken into consideration in this study.

In his recent study of the Udmurt analytic forms focusing on aspectual differences between different combinations of \(val\) and \(viлем\) the analytic past tenses,\(^5\) Németh (2019) consulted a group of six native speakers on the choice of the form of the auxiliary with the said forms. According to Németh, all the informants would also accept a combination of the first past and the second past auxiliary \(viлем\). In my data, this combination is nonexistent, which may be due to the said combination being understood as non-standard or unsuitable for the literary language, as it is also lacking from the descriptions of Udmurt grammar. Nevertheless, the question of the morphological variation of the form in spoken variants of Udmurt remains a topic outside the scope of this study. Németh also takes

\(^{5}\) In addition to the remote past tenses, Udmurt uses a durative analytic past \((\text{prs} + \text{val/vилем})\) and a habitual analytic past \((\text{fut} + \text{val/vилем})\). As these forms temporally operate on a non-remote level and are thus outside the scope of this article, I instruct the reader to turn to Winkler (2011: 98–99) for further information on the use of the said analytic forms.
aspectuality into consideration in his study, and the results of this study mostly align with his observations, as discussed further in Section 5.1.

In addition to remote past forms, val and vilem participate in attenuating the tone in modal constructions (Kubitsch 2020, 2021). According to Kubitsch, val and vilem attenuate the tone of commands in the imperative mood as well as in other deontic modal constructions (liktj ‘come!’, liktj val ‘come, please!’, Kubitsch 2020: 107). Kubitsch (2021) concludes that when val/vilem is combined with moods or in modal constructions, it may be either temporally or modally motivated: it might indicate that the action took place in the past, but depending on the context, it may be interpreted as a modal particle with no past reference.

4. Typology of the remote past tenses

As the forms in question have been called pluperfects in earlier works and studies, and the category of pluperfect is perhaps the best-known remote past category in linguistics, it is appropriate to take a closer look here at the definitions and differences between the categories of a pluperfect and a remote past. In SAE languages, remote past mostly manifests through a tense called the pluperfect, which falls under the said category of a remoter past (Dahl 1985: 144‒149). Comrie (1985: 65) describes the pluperfect as a tense with a reference point in the past, expressing an action or an event located prior to that reference point: it could be described as a “past in the past”. Dahl (1985: 144) sees the category mostly as a combination of two categories – past and perfect – although he admits that this view is somewhat problematic, as some languages do possess the category of a pluperfect but lack an unambiguous category of a perfect. As Udmurt represents a language that lacks the said category, and typical pluperfects are deictically dependent on other past reference times, I have chosen to address the forms in question as remote pasts, not pluperfects. The name pluperfect unnecessarily leads the reader to assume a perfect reading for the main verb, and thereby relying on such a term hinders a comprehensive understanding of the forms.

In his study, Reichenbach (1947: 297) describes the relations between different tenses in English formally as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Reichenbach’s formal presentation of past tenses in English.
Key: E = event time, R = reference time, S = speech time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E – R – S</td>
<td>Past perfect (pluperfect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E, R – S</td>
<td>Simple past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E – S, R</td>
<td>Present perfect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 4, E stands for event time (the time the referred event or action takes place), R for reference time (the time of the main storyline) and S for speech time (the time when the utterance is spoken). In the simple past, the event time and reference time are simultaneous, but they precede the speech time. In the present perfect, the speech time and the reference time are simultaneous, but the event time precedes them. In the pluperfect, the event time precedes the reference time, which in turn precedes the speech time. Reichenbach’s study serves as a base for describing tense forms in many languages and linguistic works, and it will serve as a tool for describing the temporal profile of the Udmurt remote past.

Temporally, Reichenbach’s description often fits the use of the Udmurt remote past forms, as in (5), where the reference time is given in the (migrative) second past (potil’ám) (R), and the action in the second remote past marks an even earlier event (E), which is relevant at the reference time (E – R – S).

(5) Валлы бертылыкуз, гондырез кутэммы сярысь кинлы-солы верам вылым. Гурт эуим но [...] гондыр ваеммес учкыны пи-чиен бадъымен потиллям.

Val-ḻi̱ bertiḻi̱-ku-z, gondi̱r-ez kut-em-m̱i̱ horse-DAT return-CVB-poss.3SG bear-ACC catch-NMLZ-1PL
šari̱ś kin-ḻi̱-so-ḻi̱ vera-m̱ vîlem. Gurt-e
about who-DAT-he-DAT say-PST2.3SG be.PST2 village-ILL
vu-i-m̱ no, [...] gondi̱r vaj-em-mes
come-PST1-1PL and bear bring-NMLZ-poss.1PL.ACC
učk-i̱nį̱ piči-jen badžim-en pot-il’ám.
watch-INF small-INS big-INS come.out-PST2.3PL

‘As he returned to the horse, he had [apparently] told someone we had caught a bear. We arrived in the village and [...] [to our surprise] everyone came out to see us bringing the bear.’ (Serebrennikov 1960: 122)
According to Serebrennikov (1960: 124), as well as Kel'makov and Hannikäinen (2008: 269), both remote pasts may also have a present reference point, the speech moment, rather than a past reference time. In (6), a use of the first remote past with a present perfect meaning is demonstrated.

(6) Туж кемалась кыл-и мон со сяры́с. Кура́съки́с ве́раз вал мы́ным.

\[ Tuž \ kemalaś \ \textit{kil-i} \ \textit{mon} \ \textit{so \ šarjś}. \]

very long.ago hear-pst1.1sg I it about

\[ Kuraśkiś \ \textit{vera-z} \ \textit{val} \ \textit{mīnīm}. \]

beggar tell-pst1.3sg be.pst1 me.dat

‘I heard of it long ago. A beggar has told me.’ (Serebrennikov 1960: 124)

In (6), the action referred to in the remote past does not precede the actions referred to in the first past. The actions bear results in the speech moment, and in English, the perfect would be used, as the result of the actions in the present are emphasized: the speaker is aware of what is being discussed, as they have heard it from someone before. If \( S \) and \( R \) can be simultaneous \((S, R)\), the formal presentation \((E – S, R)\) resembles that of a perfect instead of a pluperfect. Thus, the remote past would not be dependent on a reference time given by a synthetic, non-remote past tense frame (first past or second past) but could be used independently. Operating independently of another past reference time also supports the choice of addressing the Udmurt remote pasts as remote pasts rather than pluperfects: they seem to have no requirement to relate their temporal location to another past reference time. As perfects tend to further grammaticalize to have a simple past meaning, the pluperfects seem to sometimes develop a more general remote past meaning (Bybee et al. 1994: 102). Whereas the pluperfect may refer to a close past situation, as long as it happened prior to another reference point in the past, the remote past is used to express a generally more remote location in time, as the form loses its requirement to relate its temporal location to the reference time given in the non-remote past tense (Comrie 1985: 68; Bybee et al. 1994: 102).

According to Uusikoski (2016: 99–107), there are several different remoteness distinction systems in the languages of the world besides the typical hodiernal interval (earlier today / later today). While some may be as specific as distinguishing between actions and events taking place this year or before this year, some languages have less restricted criteria
for the cutoff point between a non-remote and a remote past. Some languages make a remoteness distinction between a non-remote past tense, which can always be used, and a remote past tense, which is used when the speaker wants to emphasize a greater temporal distance. Uusikoski points out that in languages which make a remoteness distinction between a non-remote past and a remote past, the choice between these forms is highly subjective. Thus, the remoteness of the events that a remote past denotes in these cases is difficult to define in temporal units, as it depends on the speaker’s subjective evaluation.

Dahl (1985: 144‒149) points out that a pluperfect may also develop other secondary or extended uses. The contradictive or discontinued use of the Udmurt remote past mentioned by Zaguljaeva (1984) and Serebrennikov (1960) seems to relate the action to a later state of affairs. This raises the question of whether the functions of the form are connected with the encoding of epistemic values, which falls within the categories of mood and modality. The categories of mood, modality and tense, though separate, are often interdependent (Lyons 1995: 332). Modal connotations have been observed in both future and past tenses (Lyons 1977: 809‒816). Aikhenvald (2004: 7) refers to Matthews (1997: 228) in her definition of modality as being connected with the degree of certainty of what is being said, and mood, on the other hand, acting on the same semantic dimension but at the level of speech act. Spronck (2012: 103) summarizes a popular view on how to distinguish between mood and modality: mood operates at the level of utterances, whereas modality functions at the level of states of affairs (Dik 1997; Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). Spronck sees the category of mood as a grammatical expression of illocution, which is an upper category for questions, commands and suggestions. As the modal use of the Udmurt remote past rather relates the action to states of affairs than attenuates the tone of a speech act, the focus of this article is on modality, not mood. The distinction between these two categories is, however, not entirely without debate, and in some cases – especially when the remote past acquires a frustrative reading – the use of the form also alters the tone of the utterance.

One of the common secondary uses of the pluperfect, according to Dahl (1985: 146), is counterfactual, which is demonstrated through an English example in (7), where the pluperfect is used modally to express a past event that never actually took place.
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(7) If JFK had not been assassinated, he would obviously have been re-elected.
(Patard 2019: 178)

The tendency of past tense forms to acquire modal meanings has been explained through a distancing effect that the use of a past tense creates: from a temporal aspect, this is distancing the events from speech moment or the reference point, and from a modal aspect, it is distancing events from factuality (Iatridou 2000: 244; Palmer 2001: 203; de Haan 2010: 461). The use of morphological past tense forms to encode modal meanings is a common phenomenon across languages, and when past tense forms are used modally, they may lose their specific past time reference (Iatridou 2000: 244). Counterfactual modality, however, excludes the reference event from the reality, as shown in (7) (Patard 2019: 177–178).

Examples of false or divergent belief, or actions performed under such beliefs, encoded through verbal inflection can be found in languages which use modal forms called frustratives (Evans 2006). The frustrative denotes an action which did not end in the desired result (Spronck 2012: 103–104; see also Dixon 2000: 293). Spronck describes the frustrative as a category expressing a double referential relationship between two moments containing discordant intentions and results: at the first moment, a discourse entity has an intention and at the second moment, this intention has not been fulfilled. In his grammar of Russian, Timberlake (2004: 397–398) describes a form with a function very similar to the frustratives described above. In this form, a temporal-modal particle bylo (‘was’) is combined with the past tense form of the main verb to compose a form with the function of a reversal of fortune, as shown in (8).

(8) Он пошёл было прогуляться, но передумал.
On pošel bylo progul'jat'sja, no peredumal.
he go.pst be.pst walk.inf but change.mind.pst
‘He was going to go out carousing but changed his mind later on.’
(Timberlake 2004: 398)

The form in (8) expresses a preceding action in comparison to the other, as a remote past would, and the form resembles a remote past structure. Nevertheless, the construction implies that the preceding action achieved no results. In Russian, a tense with the aforementioned past-tense form of the verb ‘to be’ no longer exists, and the meaning of the form is modal. Old
Russian, on the other hand, used pluperfect forms consisting of a past form of the verb ‘be’ and a past participle of the main verb (Goeringer 1995). Goeringer (1995: 324) claims that Old Russian pluperfects performed a future counterfactual meaning, where the actions or events are not counterfactual at their event time, but the counterfactuality arises in comparison with a later point of time. The contradictive or discontinued use of the Udmurt remote past noted by Zaguljaeva (1984) and Serebrennikov (1960: 121–124) seems very similar to the Old Russian future counterfactual (9).

(9) Чухна валэн нумын коси вал но, ӧз-а, мар-а, нуэ соос?
Čukna val-en nu-înî kos-i val no,
morning horse-ins carry-INF ask-PST.1SG be.PST but
ez-a, mar-a, nu-e soos?
eg.NST.3Q what-Q carry-CNG.PL they
‘I asked them to take it with the horse in the morning, didn’t they do that?’ (Zaguljaeva 1984: 51)

In (9), the remote past is used in the first predicate (kosi val ‘I asked’) to mark an unfulfilled request. The second predicate in the first past expresses the actual outcome (ez-a nue soos ‘did you not take them’). It should be noted that while Zaguljaeva makes no remark on this in her study, she does translate the contrastive use to Russian by using a construction formed with the Russian particle bylo, accordingly to Timberlake’s (2004: 397–398) example of the use of bylo in a corresponding context (8). A similar meaning can be detected in the example Kel’makov and Hännikäinen (2008: 269) give for the first remote past, as shown in (1) in Section 1. In addition to Russian, a corresponding form exists in Tatar, where a structure consisting of the non-evidential simple past with a non-evidential auxiliary ‘be’ denotes a non-realized or unfulfilled past (Šakirova 1953: 298; Poppe 1963: 104).

I have chosen to refer to this function as the future counterfactual function, as the description of a similar function of the Old Russian pluperfect fits the findings of the study best. The form may also be used to imply frustrated mental states, and the future counterfactual use is certainly in many ways similar to the use of frustrative modal verb forms (see Dixon 2000: 293, Spronck 2012: 103–104). I will take this into consideration in the

6. The modern Russian finite past tense originates in the very same Old Russian l-participle (Laurent 1999: 37).
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analysis regarding the emotional implications of the remote pasts. This meaning of the form is also close to a mistaken belief or an action performed under a false or divergent belief, which is noted by Evans (2006: 107) to be a common modal category in the languages of the world.

Lastly, Serebrennikov (1960: 124) mentions the use of the first remote past to anaphorically refer to something which has been discussed earlier by the participants (10). This function is not referred to in later studies and grammars.

(10) Мон верай вал ини оствроме котыртэме потэм сярысь.

'I already told you, I want to go around my whole island.'

(Serebrennikov 1960: 124)

In his study on multiple perspectives, Evans (2006: 108–111) discusses particles and verbal forms that relate the proposition or state of affairs to the congruence or divergence of knowledge between the speaker and the hearer. The anaphoric use of the first remote past in Udmurt as referring to a previously discussed topic seems to relate to this semantic field: it is used to mark shared knowledge. The matter will be further discussed in the analysis for both the first and the second past (Section 5.4.).

In Section 5.1., I will briefly discuss the relevance of aspect in defining the difference in the functions of the forms. I will mainly consider two hypernyms of viewpoint aspect, perfective (e.g. resultative) and imperfective (e.g. progressive, durative), leaning to the traditional definitions of Comrie (1976) and Smith (1997): perfective aspect is used to denote a complete event with a clear endpoint and could be considered as an undivided whole, being viewed from the outside of the situation, whereas imperfective action is seen as divisible, without an endpoint, being viewed inside the situation. The typical perfective situation relevant for the analysis is dynamic, whereas the typical imperfective situation is durative. Although justifiably criticized for being too vague and not giving parameters or tools specific enough for a thorough aspectual analysis (cf. Klein 1994, 1995; Börök 2006), the general definitions of Comrie and Smith will suffice to point out that aspect is not the category to distinguish between the first and the second remote past of Udmurt.
5. Analysis

The analysis is divided into sections for each of the functions described and defined above: the temporal, future counterfactual and anaphoric use, which I will analyze for both finite remote pasts taken into consideration in the study. Additionally, I will discuss mental states expressed through the first remote past as well as evidential and mirative functions connected with the second remote past. In Section 5.1 I will briefly discuss the relevance of aspect in the analysis, reflecting on notions from previous literature, mainly pointing out that aspect plays no significant role in differentiating between these two forms. I will wrap up the analysis with a short summary of the results of the study.

5.1. Evaluating the relevance of aspect

As stated in previous literature, the first remote past may refer to actions finished before or continuous until another reference time, either in the past or at the speech time; the actions may or may not bear results at the reference time (Serebrennikov 1960). In the earlier studies, including Zaguljaeva (1984), there is no specific reference to the aspectuality of the forms, and Serebrennikov’s notions point to the direction of the forms being ambiguous in regard to aspect. Németh (2019) gives a similar conclusion in his study on the aspectuality of the forms: the first remote past is, according to him, neutral concerning an opposition between repetitiveness and a one-time event. As the use of the first remote past in denoting imperfective action (paying attention to the process, as described by earlier studies) is already demonstrated in Section 1 (1), I shall attest the perfective use of the first remote past in the following example (11).

(11) Одъг кыл гинэ верай вал.

\[Odig\ \tilde{k}i\tilde{l}\ \tilde{g}ine\ \tilde{v}era-j\ \tilde{v}al.\]
\[\text{one word only say-PST1.1SG be.PST1}\]

‘I had only said one word.’ (Udmurt duńne 9/8/2013)

In (11), the action referred to in the first remote past cannot be seen as imperfective: the situation is not a durative action nor does it pay attention to the process, but rather it is an undividable whole, a dynamic action with a
clear endpoint. Therefore, the first remote past may be used to express both
perfective and imperfective actions.

According to Németh (2019), the second remote past may convey a
one-time action or repetitive action. Contrary to what has been stated by
Kelmakov and Hannikainen (2008), Winkler (2011) and Kozmács (2002),
the second remote past may also denote an imperfective action as shown
in (12), where a group of women fell victim to a pyramid scheme.

(12) Уно аръёс чоже люкам коньдонэс вакчи дыр куспын уноятыны
малпаллям вылэм, нош асьсэос «штанитэк» кылилям.

Uno ar-jos čoże l’uka-m koñdon-zes
many year-PL during gather-PTCP.PST money-POSS.3PL.ACC
vakči dîr kusp-iñ unojat-ëni malpa-l’l’am vîlem,
short time distance-INE grow-INF think-PST2.3PL val.PST2
noś aś-seos “štañi-tek” kił’-i’ll’am.
but self-POSS.3PL pants-ABS stay-PST2.3PL
‘They had been planning to increase, within a short time, the
amount of money they had saved over many years, but they were
left with nothing.’ (Udmurt duññe 11/8/2013)

In (12), the second remote past denotes a durative situation (malpal’l’am
vîlem ‘they had been thinking’), which does not lead to results. A perfec-
tive interpretation is not possible: as the form is used in a future counter-
factual function, it cannot be seen as paying attention to the result of the
action or emphasizing the action as a whole. The action is not viewed from
the outside but rather from the inside, as an irresultative process.

In line with the results of Németh (2019), there is no relevant aspe-
tual difference between these two forms. When one reviews the earlier liter-
ature on the Udmurt remote past, it appears that the descriptions of the
functions in the Russian literature set researchers on the wrong track. The
remote past forms were described as expressing unfulfilled actions that
were somehow interrupted by the following events, which is why the future
counterfactual function has been referred to as nesoveršennoe [dejstvie],
an incomplete action, which may be understood to refer to imperfective
aspect (Serebrennikov 1963: 268). Additionally, the forms have been de-
scribed as taking on present perfect readings, which is also characteristic
for the Russian imperfective aspect (see e.g. Borik 2006). The imperfective
aspect has accordingly been used in the translations of the forms in such contexts. Nevertheless, as known from Serebrennikov’s (1960) and Zaguljaeva’s (1984) examples, combined with the data and new information in the present article, aspectuality does not determine the distinction between the two remote past forms presented in this study.

5.2. Temporal profile of the remote pasts

5.2.1. First remote past

The first remote past may be used for temporal ordering: it is used to express events and actions taking place prior to other events mentioned in the context (E – R – S, see Table 4 in Section 4). A temporal distance from either the reference time or speech time can be recognized in all occurrences. Temporal ordering is a typical function for a remote past. Other events, which define the reference point (R), are referred to in a simple past tense, and the event or action expressed in remote past has preceded the aforementioned actions and events (13). The first past is the past tense used when narrating the main storyline.

(13) Выпускной мыным дийскут басьтыны анай-атае ук-сёзэс ёз быдтэ. Угось костюм но туфли басьтё вал тэ дышетскон ар кутсконын. Выпускнойлы чебер галстук гинэ басьтё – 250 манетэн.

\[ \text{Vipusknoj-l} \ \text{миним дийскут башт-ин} \]
\[ \text{graduation-dat me.dat clothes buy-inf} \]
\[ \text{anaj-ata-je ukso-zes e-z} \]
\[ \text{mother-father-poss.1sg money-poss.3sg.acc neg.pst1-3} \]
\[ \text{bidt-e. Ugoś kostum no tufl'i bašt-i val spend-cng.pl because suit and shoes buy-pst1.1sg be.pst1} \]
\[ \text{tue dišetskon ar kutskon-jin. Vipusknoj-l} \]
\[ \text{this.year study year beginning-ine graduation-dat} \]
\[ \text{čeber galstuk gine bašt-i – 250 mańet-en. \)
\[ \text{beautiful scarf only buy-pst1.1sg 250 ruble-ins} \]

‘For my graduation, my parents didn’t spend money to buy me clothes. For I had, indeed, bought a new suit and shoes at the beginning of this study year. For graduation I only bought a nice tie for 250 rubles.’ (Udmurt duńňe 6/25/2013)
In (13), the reference time is given in the first predicate in the first past, which indicates the reference time to be earlier than the speech time (E – S). The second predicate is in the remote past, and the use of a remote past indicates that the event in question happened before the reference time (E – R).

The first remote past may also be used in the function of a general remote past without a past reference time (14). In these cases, the reference time may be the present. Therefore, instead of the prototypical pluperfect sequence E – R – S, the temporal structure is E – R, S.

(14) Удмурт-а, уйғур-а, брангурт-а, бурят-а – ванымыз дүнне. Тодмо венгер тодосч и Золтан Кодай вераз вал: фольклор – со кыкети анай кыл, крезьгуро анай кыл. Та малпан – туж шонер.

‘Udmurt, Uighur, Brangurtian, Buryat – we are all people [lit. the world]. The well-known Hungarian scholar Zoltán Kodaly has stated: folklore is the second mother tongue, a melodic mother tongue. This idea is very true.’ (Udmurt дүңне 4/19/2013)
5.2.2. Second remote past

From their temporal profile, the first and the second remote past correspond to each other. Typically, the second remote past is used to express actions or events completed or finished before the reference time given in the context (E – R – S), as in (15).

(15) Со учýр бере ар ортчыса, ми ивор басьтýмы – карт луо- нэ мынам Дальнёй Востокын, каторгаын кулэм. Отчы сое месйиллым вылым войнаын пләнэ шедемез понна...

So učır bere ar ortč-sa, mi ivor that incident after year pass-cvb we message

bašt-i-mï – kart luon-e minam receive-pst1-1pl husband becoming-1sg me.gen

Dalńoj Vostok-in, katorga-in kul-em. far east-ine forced.labour-ine die-pst2.3sg

Otčï so-je mes-il‘lam vijem vojna-in there.ill he-acc put-pst2.3pl be.pst2 war-ine

pl’en-e šed’em-ez vonna … captivity-ill end.up-nmlz-poss.3sg for

‘A year after that incident we got a message – my future husband had died in the Far East, in forced labor. He had been sent there after being taken as a prisoner of war…’ (Udmurt duńñe 4/5/2013)

Example (15) also represents a prototypical use of the second past: the speaker first refers to an event, which she witnessed herself firsthand, in the first past (ivor baštîmi ‘we received’), and the contents of the letter are referred to in the second past (kart luone minam […] kulem ‘my future husband had died [according to what was told]’). The speaker then refers to what had happened before the man’s death in the second remote past (soje mesîl’l’am vijem ‘he had been taken’). The evidential second past denotes hearsay evidentiality as well as temporal ordering: the information referred to is found in the letter, not coming from the speaker.

The second remote past, much like the first remote past, may be used as a general remote past: the speaker does not give an exact time for when the event has taken place, and the time of the event must be assumed to have been in the relatively distant past (16).
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(16) Вавож ёросысь Гурезь-Пудга гуртын со Кузебай Гердлэсь музейэ кылдытййз, выльысь куштэм Эмезьгуртэз улэйятййз. Та гуртэз куке но Кузебай Герд агай-вынъёсыныз чош пуктэм вылэм.

Вавож жорос-йш Гурезь-Пудга гурт-ин со
Вавож ареал Гурезь-Пудга вилэне

Кузебай Герд-лэш музея-зе кылдыт-и-з,
Кузебай Герд-абл музей-зэ посл.-3sg.акк найд-пст-3sg

вил-йш куш-ем Емэзгурт-эз
нов-елфа абандон-птач-пст Емэзгурт-акк

улжит-и-з. Та гурт-ез куке но
ревив-пст-1-3sg этот-акк сометэ птач

Кузебай Герд агай-вин-йос-ин
Кузебай Герд биг.братьев-малютей-братья-пл-инс вместе

пукт-ем вилем.

build-пст-2-3sg быть-пст2

‘He founded the Kuzebaj Gerd museum in the village of Gureź-Pudga of the Vavož region, revived the abandoned Emeźgurt. Kuzebaj Gerd and his brothers had built that house sometime [in the past].’ (Udmurt дүөнө 1/15/2013)

In (16), the speaker tells the story of the museum to Kuzebaj Gerd, which was opened in a house that Gerd and his brothers themselves built at some point in a more distant past. The story is first told in the first past, which is the default tense for reciting past events. At the end, the speaker adds the notion of the house being built by Kuzebaj Gerd, and here he uses the second remote past: in this case, the interpretation is that of hearsay (marked by the use of the second past) and a general remoter past (marked by the use of a remote past construction). In (16) however the reference time is past, so the formal representation remains that of a typical pluperfect (E – R – S); the temporal adverb kuke no ‘sometime’, on the other hand, would already by itself imply an earlier time frame and therefore, the use of the remote past as a tool for temporal ordering is not motivated.

7. Kuzebaj Gerd (1898–1937) was a well-known Udmurt author and cultural figure.
As the temporal profile of the remote pasts suggests that these tenses are general remote pasts with no specific cutoff point nor a past reference frame, and the choice between a non-remote past and a remote past in these circumstances should be made on subjective grounds, it is of great interest to find out what these subjective criteria could be. In the following Sections 5.3. through 5.6., I will discuss the non-temporal factors that motivate the use of a remote past instead of a non-remote past.

5.3. Future counterfactual

5.3.1. First remote past

A future counterfactual meaning is very prominent in the data. A future counterfactual relation between two events or states of affairs can be detected in three out of four first remote past occurrences. The future counterfactual use of the remote past denotes an unfulfilled action or intention, as the expectation of the addressee in the past of what was to come was false, and the implemented action does not align with the course of the events. Example (17) shows a typical case of the future counterfactual use of the remote past, and the use of the remote past here greatly resembles that of the Russian construction in (8).

(17) Кирпич шуккон заводын кён я ке ужамез бере, бурдъясъкийз вал Ижевск-е яке Казан-е, но егит муртэ дышетсемез ӧвӧлэн нокыт-чы кутиллямтэ.

\textit{Kirpič šukkon zavod-i keńa ke} blowing factory-INE how.many PTCL

\textit{uža-m-ez} bere \textit{burdjašk-i-z val} work-NMLZ-POS.3SG after get.inspired-PST1-3SG be.PST1

\textit{Iževsk-e ike Kazań-e, no jegit murt-e} Iževsk-ILL or Kazan-ILL but young person-ACC

\textit{dišetsk-em-ez evöl-en nokjčj no kut-il’lamte.} study-NMLZ-POS.3SG NEG-INS nowhere PTCL take-PST2.3PL.NEG

‘After working at a brick factory for a while, she was tempted to go to Iževsk or Kazan, but without education, this young person did not find a job.’ (Udmurt duńńe 3/12/2013)

In (17), the young woman’s intentions are brought up in the first remote past: \textit{burdjaškiz val} ‘she was inspired’, but the plan did not unfold in the
way she intended. The actual outcome – her not getting a job – is expressed in the second past (nokitčj no kutil’tamte ‘she was not taken anywhere’). The use of the first remote past here resembles the one presented in Example (1) by Kel’makov and Hännikäinen, as presented in Section 1. In the future counterfactual context, the actual outcome is often given in a juxtaposed clause starting with the adversative conjunction no/noš ‘but’.

In (17), the first action in the first remote past precedes the following action in the second past, and the temporal structure would therefore fit the profile of a remote past (E – R – S). Nevertheless, when I consulted Svetlana Edygarova on the motives behind choosing a remote past instead of a non-remote past in this context, she confirmed the observation that the use of a remote past signals a contrast between the event in the remote past and the followup to the story. According to Edygarova, the non-remote first past would be a more intuitive choice in the context if the outcome would align with the expectations, as shown in (18).

(18) Кирпич шуккон заводын кёня ке ужамез бере, бурдъяськис Ижевске яке Казане, но егит мурт Ижевске мынъйз.

Kirpič šukkon zavod-ıne kena ke work-nmlz-poss.3sg after get.inspired-pst1-3sg Iževsk Ill or Kazan -ill and young person Iževsk Ill go-pst1-3sg

‘After working at a brick factory for a while, she was tempted to go to Iževsk or Kazan, and the young person did go to Iževsk.’ (Example produced by Svetlana Edygarova)

As Uusikoski (2016: 107) points out, in languages that use a general remote past with no specific cutoff point, the use of a remote past instead of a non-remote past is always optional. This is the case with Udmurt, too: first past could be used instead of the first remote past in (17) even without modifications, as well as in any other example in the analysis. Nevertheless, the data and the native speaker’s assessments suggest that the context in (17) is more suitable for accommodating a remote past.

The actual result may not always be included in the same sentence as the remote past. The outcome may also be expressed in the following sentence, as in (19).
In (19), the speaker expresses her preliminary state of mind in the first remote past (dejm-i val ‘I cringed’), seemingly reluctant to read a lengthy story. The first remote past in (19) clearly denotes an action performed under a false belief: the actual nature of the entity in question (the story), which is contrary to what the reader first assumed, is expressed in the first past (lįz-ińį kuts-k-i ‘I began to read and did not even notice’): in the end, she enjoyed reading the story.

Sometimes, the actual outcome is not given in the immediate context, but the remote past implies the course of events to differ from previous aspirations (20). In the context, it is explained that a group of teachers went on strike as the director of the school was almost removed from her post.
In (20), the main storyline concerning the teachers’ strike is told in the first past. A relevant fact about the situation is expressed in the first remote past (soglaš əz kariški vəl ‘she had not agreed’). The action the predicate expresses has happened in an earlier time and could therefore also be temporally motivated (E – R – S). The larger context reveals that the school did become private in the end. In this context, as confirmed by Svetlana Edygarova, the first past would be a more intuitive choice if the situation had remained in the status quo, despite the event time being earlier than the main storyline. Example (20) also demonstrates the negative use of the first remote past: the form may well be negated, but the negation in itself does not imply a counterfactual nature between two events.

In a similar case (21) the contrastive use against a broader context is exemplified. In (21), however, the temporal structure is different from the previous examples: the first remote past and the first past are used within the same sentential unit to express simultaneous actions (E, R – S). In the context, the
daughter of the described person explains how she has to take care of her mother, who lives in a village in an area where there are no jobs. Going out of town to work is not an option (transport өөгл ‘there is no transport’).

(21) Нош уж өөгл. [...] Нош палэнэ ужаны ветлыны транспорт өөгл. Колхоз вань дыръя со скал кыскисын ужаз, Ҙз Ӭлжтыськы вал.

Noš už өөгл. [...] Noš palen-e uža-ny vetl-ини but work ex.prs.neg but outside-ILL work-inf come-inf transport өөгл. Kolχoz vań дыр-ja so skal transport ex.prs.neg kolhoz ex.prs time-ADV she cow kиskiʃ-ин uža-z, e-з Ӗзозтиʃкы вал. milker-INE work-pst1.3sg neg.pst1-3 complain.cng be.pst1 ‘But there are no jobs. [...] But there is no transport to take you to work outside the area. During the era of the kolkhoz, she worked as a cow milker, and she didn't complain.’ (Udmurt duиңэ 4/12/2013)

In (21), the person refers an earlier point in time in the first past (skal kиskiʃ-iʃn užaz ‘she worked as a cow milker’) and then continues to claim that at that time she did not complain (ez Ӗзозтиʃкы вал), which is expressed in the first remote past. In this case, the reference event of the remote past is contrasted with the present situation: now, she is unsatisfied, as there is no work and no chances of living a life on her own without an income. The action in the first past (užaz ‘worked’) is not contrasted with the present situation, but rather it describes a past reality where the contrasted action took place. The actions expressed in the first past and the remote past are simultaneous, and therefore it may be assumed that the use of the remote past in this context is not temporally motivated (E, R – S) – it marks future counterfactuality.

In the future counterfactual function, the remote past construction should be considered to carry a modal notion, where the speaker wants to emphasize a mental distance between the subject in the past and the subject at another (later) moment. The form is clearly also temporal, but as shown in (21), it does not always necessarily precede another past action but may be simultaneous with a past action expressed in a non-remote past. When this is considered together with the native speaker’s assessment in (17), with the existence of a similar form with a corresponding function in the major contact languages Russian and Tatar, and with the high frequency of this meaning in the data, it is clear that the future counterfactual is a significant motivation behind the use of a remote past instead of a non-remote past.
5.3.2. Second remote past

The second remote past may also be used to express future counterfactuality. The future counterfactual use of the second remote past is similar to that of the first remote past, the only difference being that the second remote past is, by default, also evidential. In the data, the second remote past occurrences were also often found to express events or actions which do not lead to the intended or expected results. A future counterfactual notion can be traced in one-third of the occurrences, which is less than with the first remote past, but still forms a significant part of the second remote past sample. The difference between the first and the second remote past lies in the encoding of evidentiality: the second remote past simultaneously signals a contradiction between two consecutive events, but the choice of the evidential past they use marks the information source to be someone other than the speaker. Such a case is presented in (22), where a future counterfactual meaning as well as a hearsay evidential meaning can be detected.

(22) Соослы шутэтскон нунал сётэ вошъясьсы Эмма Орлова. Кык арня талэсь азьло гинэ котькуд скаллэсь 18 килограммэсь ятыр йөл кысиллям вилм, но тулыс матэктэмен, пудо синэ-ёнэн шугъяськонъёссы кылдийлым. Та вакытэ, пе, йөлзы синэ-мын – 15,5 килограмм сяна кыльымтэ.

They are given a day off by their substitutor Emma Orlova. Only two weeks earlier each cow gave over 18 kilograms of milk, but as the spring approaches, worries have arisen about feeding the cattle. At the moment, they say, their milk production has declined – they gave only 15.5 kilograms. (Udmurt du̇ńñe 3/15/2013)
In (22), the speaker elaborates on the difficulties a farm is facing. The speaker then refers to what has been said by the interviewees to have been the earlier situation in the second remote past (kiskil’’tam vilem ‘was milked’), but afterwards, the situation has taken a different course of events, which is expressed in the second past (šugjaškonjoss kildil’’am ‘worries have emerged’). All the storytelling is marked in the second past or with the quotative particle pe, thus the information is marked as hearsay. The future counterfactual use is parallel to that of the first remote past, the only difference being the information source marking.

In the following example (23), the future counterfactual meaning appears against a broader context.

(23) Озъи ке но песятай-ме 1930-тн и 1933-тн аръёсы кулакъёс радэ поттылъызы. Одиг гинэ скалэ талазы. Огполаз Сибире кеяян выльсь вить ныплен валче д̀дьые пуктйялъам вӳлэм нии. Вылазы дъйськутен гинэ келъйлъам. Но палазы пырыса, гурткакъылъ кылъэм верам.

Oži ke no pesataj-me 1930-ti that.way PTCL PTCL grandfather-poss.1sg.acc 1930th
no 1933-ti ar-jos-i kulak-jos rad-e pottij-i-ži. Odig and 1933rd year-pl-ill kulak-pl row-ill put-pst1-3pl one
gine skal-ze tala-ži. Ogpolaz Sibir-e kel’an only cow-poss.3sg.acc take-pst1.3pl once Siberia-ill taking
vilis vit nilpi-jen valeçe deđi-je pukt-il’’am vilem for five child-ins together sleigh-ill sit-pst2.3pl be.pst2
ni. Vil-azj diškut-en gine already above-ine.poss.3pl clothes-ins only

8. The particle pe is a quotative particle which marks the previous clause as originally being said by a third party (Bartens 2000: 321). The particle pe is a quotative index rich in function: it may convey reported and inferred meanings (Teptiuk 2019: 111–119). It may also function as a discourse marker with hedging function (Teptiuk 2019: 118). I found no remarks on the interaction or simultaneous use of pe and the second past, but the data reveals no combinations of pe and the second remote past. According to the descriptions of Bartens (2000) and Teptiuk (2019), the particle pe operates on a clausal level and marks the whole utterance as being stated by someone else, whereas the second past and the second remote past act on the level of the predicate.
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\[ \text{kel}’-\text{il}’\text{lam. No pal-az}’\text{piri}’-\text{sa, gurt} \]
leave-PST2.3PL but side-ILL.POSS.3PL enter-CVB village

\[ \text{kalik kil-ze veram.} \]
people word-POSS.3SG.ACC say-PST2.3SG

‘In spite of that, my grandfather was assigned to the ranks of kulaks between 1930‒1933. They took the only cow. Once he was [reportedly] even put on a sleigh with five kids in order to be taken to Siberia. ‘They only left them the clothes on their backs. But the village folk came to them and defended him.’ (Udmurt duńñe 3/13/2013)

In (23), the speaker is telling the story of their grandfather, who was accused of being a kulak during the years 1930‒1933 and treated accordingly. The beginning of the story is told in the first past (pešatajme […] kulakjos rade pottilizj ‘they counted my grandfather as a kulak’). In the following sentence, the predicate is still in first past (talazi ‘took’). The speaker then continues to refer what their grandfather has told them in the second remote past (dëd’ije puktil’lam vijem ‘he had been [according to the grandfather] put on a sleigh’). The remote past predicate is evidentially marked, and it represents the hearsay function. As the beginning of the story is marked in first past, the use of the second past in the followup marks the rest of the story as hearsay. The predicate in the remote past does not precede the previous event given in the first past. The use of the second remote past, however, signals that the story will not unfold towards the direction it seems to proceed towards. Svetlana Edygarova confirmed that the motivation behind the use of the remote past in this context is the future counterfactual nature of the event. In the last sentence of the story, it is pointed out that the village folk came to speak out against his being taken, and he was, in the end, not taken.

As Skribnik and Kehayov (2018: 543) point out, evidentiality cannot be negated in Udmurt, but evidentially marked actions can. The second remote past may also be negated. The negative forms were, however, extremely rare in the corpus. Even so, only three instances were found, each of them representing meanings typical of the second remote past (temporal, future counterfactual, mirative). A negative second remote past form with a future counterfactual meaning is presented below in (24).
Со вакытъёсы семьяезлы секый йотыллӣз, соин но, лэся, песяй-ме лэзиллямтэ вылэм школеа мыныны. [...] песе лушкемен пуксем кошовкагаи но школеа мынэым.

So vakit-jos-i šemja-jez-li šekt jëtil-i-z, det time-PL-ILL family-POSS.3SG-DAT difficult get.into-PST1-3SG soin no, leša, pesaj-me therefore also probably grandmother-POSS.1SG.ACC lež-il’lamte vîlem škola-je mijîni. [...] allow-PST2.NEG.3PL be.PST2 school-ILL go-INF Pešaj-e luškm-en pukš-em grandmother-POSS.1SG secret-INS sit.down-PST2 košovka-jaz no škola-je mijîn-em. sleigh-ILL.POSS.3SG and school-ILL go-PST2.3SG ‘During those times her family was facing difficulties, and that’s probably also why they didn’t allow my grandmother to go to school. [...] My grandmother secretly got into a sleigh and went to school.’ (Udmurt duññe 9/18/2012)

In (24), the speaker tells about her grandmother, who was not allowed to go to school in her childhood due to difficult times the family was facing, which is expressed in the second remote past (lež-il’lamte vîlem ‘they did not allow’). Later on in the context, it is revealed in the second past that in the end, she did secretly go to school, despite being told not to do so (pukšem ‘sat down’, mijînem ‘went’).

5.4. Anaphoric use in discourse

5.4.1. First remote past

Example (25) gives insight into how the first remote past may be used in discourse to mark the given information as previously mentioned or discussed in the context. In the context, an interviewer is asking three young women questions concerning their travels abroad. In the introductory sentence, it is brought up that one of them has been on vacation in Egypt. The interviewer starts the interview with the following question:
In (25), there is no apparent temporal or future counterfactual motivation to choose a remote past instead of a non-remote past: there is no past time reference, the question begins with a declarative clause where the predicate is in the first remote past. The remote past is, instead, used to imply that the matter in question has been discussed earlier, and both participants are familiar with the information. Svetlana Edygarova was consulted on the interpretation, and she confirmed that the form here implies that this information is shared between the participants: the interviewer confirms an already-known fact, which was most likely already discussed earlier. In this use, the use of the form indicates shared knowledge between the participants of the discussion.

5.4.2. Second remote past

In a question, the second remote past may be used to mark information as previously discussed, but as opposed to the first remote past, the second remote past marks the addressee as the information source (26). In an interview, a teacher is asked to tell about his career and his choice to become a teacher.

(26) Анай-атайды но шуиллям вылем ик: воргоронлы дышетйесе мыноно шат?

'Didn’t your parents, too, say [according to what was told earlier], that a man should not become a teacher?' (Udmurt duńñe 8/30/2013)
In (26), the interviewee told earlier during the interview of how his parents were opposed to his becoming a teacher, using the first past. Later in the interview, the interviewer returns to this comment by using the second remote past: they recite what the interviewee said before, only the tense changes (Anaj-atajdi no šuīl’tam ijem ik ‘didn’t your parents say, too’). The form is evidentially marked, as it is based on information given by the interviewee. The motivation of the use of the second remote past in this context is to express that the interviewer is referring to something they have discussed earlier: the use can be compared to the use of the first remote past in (25). The choice of the first or the second remote past here lies in the encoding of evidentiality: according to Svetlana Edygarova, the use of the first remote past would be impossible here, as the information is only introduced during the interview, by the interviewee. When one compares the examples (25) and (26), the first remote past is used when the speaker confirms the information to be known and committed to by both participants, as they have either witnessed it or in some way commit to the truthfulness of the statement, whereas the second remote past shows a lower degree of commitment. As mentioned in Section 2, the Udmurt second past has been found to express a lower degree of commitment in previous studies (Kubitsch 2022). The use of the remote pasts in the contexts of (25) and (26) seems to be connected to encoding common ground, engagement, as well as divergence of knowledge of the speaker and the hearer, as discussed previously in Section 4.

5.5. Frustrated mental states implied with the first remote past

As future counterfactuality seems to relate to the frustratives described in Section 4, I have scanned the remote past occurrences for possible connections to frustrated mental states. In (27), the future counterfactual function is connected to a frustrated, even angry emotion. In the context, the speaker confronts a lover, at whom she is mad at, as he has spent the night with another woman.
In (27), a frustrated reading may be due to the presence of *uk*, which is a particle carrying a notion of common or shared knowledge and may be interpreted as having an angry tone depending on the context. There is no apparent temporal motivation for choosing a remote past instead of a non-remote past: there is no given reference point or point in time that the remote past clause would relate to. The motivation appears to be the emphasized distancing notion of the remote past, which links the use to the future counterfactual function: the speaker implies that her lover has lied to her, or has changed his mind, and the speaker is not happy about it.

As the presence of *uk* in (27) cannot be ruled out as the source of an emotional implication, Lukeriya Shikhova provided me with another example where the use of the remote past can have an angry tone (28). In (28a), the first past is used, and the tone remains neutral; in (28b), the first remote past is used and it implies the speaker’s frustration.

(28) a. Верай ни, но эшшо огпол верало.
   *Vera-j ķi, no eššo ogpol vera-lo.*
   say-PST1.1SG already and again once say-FUT.1SG
   ‘I said already, but I will say again.’ (neutral tone)

b. Верай ни вал, но эшшо огпол верало.
   *Vera-j ķi val, no eššo ogpol vera-lo*
   say-PST1.1SG already be.PST1 and again once say-FUT.1SG
   ‘I said already, but I will say once more!’ (dissatisfied tone) (Examples produced by Lukeriya Shikhova)

According to Lukeriya Shikhova, the dissatisfied implication in (28b) arises from the form: the speaker wants to emphasize that what she is saying has already been said, possibly a long time ago, and the recipient(s) should have integrated the message, but it is implied that they have not. As the
possible frustrated implication is taken into consideration, one may notice that Zaguljaeva’s example (9) (Section 4) has a very similar structure and clausal type to (27) and (28), and when I consulted Svetlana Edygarova on the matter, she confirmed that the use of the remote past form gives the utterance a dissatisfaction undertone.

5.6. Evidentiality and mirativity in the second remote past

In (29), a future counterfactual relation is present, but instead of the false belief, the speaker uses the second remote past to express the actual course of events. In this example, the auxiliary viļem seems to act as a mirative marker instead of a remote past marker, which is in line with the results of Kubitsch (2022), who has previously noted viļem to mark mirativity without an intrinsic past reference.

(29) Кылсарыс, Ласло Викар гожтэ, макем трос шошма удмуртъёслэн ввашкала дырьсэн воштйькьытэк кылем, «измем, кымем» гуръёссы. Нош учконо ке, со удмурт зоутлэсь (гурлэсь) но сюан зоутлэсь пёртём вариантъёссы гинэ гожтём вьлэм.


write-pst2.3sg be.pst2

‘For example, László Vikár writes how many of the old Šošma Udmurt tunes are unchanged, “petrified, frozen”. But when examined closer, he has [actually] only recorded different versions of Udmurt songs and wedding songs.’ (Udmurt duńñe 3/15/2013)

---

9. Here a possessive structure is used, and as Udmurt does not use the copula in a present-tense clause, the clause is lacking a finite verb (and thus a tense marker).
In (29), the remote past predicate (перtem вariantjoses гине gožtem vilem ‘he has only recorded different versions’) contradicts with what is previously stated in the present tense (László Vikár gožte... ‘László Vikár writes’). The contrastive relation does not correlate to that which has been presented above: the old, false information is given in the present tense, whereas the actual state of affairs is expressed in the remote past (E – R, S). In (29), the use of the second remote past relates the clause to a prior expectation, which the use of the second remote past contradicts. This observation was confirmed by Svetlana Edygarova. In this case, the second past in the main verb of the remote past structure marks inferentiality, as when this is examined more closely, one may infer that the songs László Vikár has recorded were, in fact, just variants of a few songs. Vílem, on the other hand, marks the information as unexpected and contrary to what the speaker believed to be true before, which gives the form a mirative meaning. In this context, instead of a future counterfactual, the form has a counterexpectational meaning.

The use of the second remote past in this context resembles that of a corresponding Tatar form (30). In this context, the main verb in the evidential past marks inferentiality, while the evidential auxiliary ikän (‘was’) implies that the message given is based on an assumption.

(30) Ej, bezgä qunaqlar kil-gän ikän!
    oh we.dat guest.3pl come-pst.res.infer assum

‘Oh, guests have [apparently] come to us!’ (Greed 2014: 79)

Evaluative meanings and time are closely linked. The relation can be seen between two event times as evaluation moments on a timeline, when one event is marked for a mistaken belief or actions under such beliefs (frustrative or future counterfactual) or mirativity (Spronck 2012: 103–104). As Spronck (2012: 103–104) links evaluative meaning with time, he mentions the category of mirative aside from the frustrative mentioned in Sections 4 and 5.5. In the mirative construction, the information in the mirative is marked as unexpected for the speaker. In this context, the use of the form could also be described as an unprepared mind, which is very similar to that of the frustrative meaning (Spronck 2012: 104). Nonetheless, the perspective profiles of the forms are different: while the frustrative takes into consideration the past agent’s mental state in regard to the actual course of events, the mirative meaning highlights the agent’s mental state at the revelation of the course of events.
In (29), it has to be taken into consideration that as the main verb and the auxiliary seem to convey two different meanings connected with evidentiality, the form may not be a temporal composition but a double-marked evidential for referential meaning (main verb in the second past) and mirative meaning (viļem). This could also be seen as evidential nesting, which is not an uncommon phenomenon in the languages of the world (Evans 2006: 102).

5.7. Summary

When comparing the first and the second remote past, the first thing to be noticed is that their temporal profile is very similar. It can be argued that the primary meaning of the forms is temporal: they represent general remote past forms with no specific past time reference. As all the other functions can be assumed to have arisen from the temporal meaning of the forms, they should be considered secondary, albeit pivotal functions when choosing to use a remote past instead of a non-remote past. Past tenses tend to develop modal meanings, and counterfactual modality has been considered a typical secondary function for pluperfects. In the Udmurt remote past, this manifests as future counterfactuality. Both forms may be used to express future counterfactual actions and events. Whereas the use of the first remote past may have frustrated or dissatisfied emotional implications, the second remote past may convey mirative meanings, and both forms thus participate in expressing mental states. Both forms may also be used anaphorically to refer to what has been previously discussed between the participants: in this case, the choice between the two forms is determined by the degree of commitment to the information. The frustrating use may arise pragmatically from the future counterfactual use, as the latter signals a disharmony between what has been said and done, or from the discourse-anaphoric use of referring to things discussed earlier, as the speaker wants to emphasize that the matter should be known to the participants.

All in all, as a temporal distance is present in all the occurrences, it can be assumed that the forms share a primary temporal nature. Nevertheless, as a future counterfactual meaning is present in most of the cases, the choice of a remote past over a non-remote past seems to be predominantly motivated by factors outside the scope of temporality. As Uusikoski (2016) points out, remote past is often chosen instead of a non-remote past on
highly subjective grounds, and the use of it is always optional. The semantic connection between a remote past and the future counterfactual use is clear: the reference event precedes the reference time, and there is a temporal distance between the two events. However, as a non-remote past could just as well be used, the remote past is favored instead of a non-remote past due to a mental distance between the subject at the event time and the subject at the reference time.

As the choice of the remote past is in general prone to be chosen based on subjective criteria, and past forms generally tend to acquire modal meanings, diachronic subjectification of the form from temporal to modal and pragmatic is a plausible explanation for the variance in the function of the forms.

6. Conclusions

The results of the analysis show that the finite remote pasts in Udmurt are rich in function and operate on multiple semantic domains. Contrary to what has been suggested in the recent Western grammars and textbooks, there is no aspectual difference between the forms: the predominant difference lies in encoding evidentiality. Temporally, their functions are in many ways similar to those of pluperfects: they are used to describe actions or events taking place earlier than other actions or events mentioned in the context. The forms can, however, also be used to express an indefinite, more generalized remote past, with no obligatory relation to another past reference time. Thus, the forms should not be addressed as pluperfects, but rather as general remote pasts which operate on a subjective level and could therefore always be expressed by means of simple pasts without a change in the temporal ordering of the utterance.

As the choice between a remote and a non-remote past is by default not restricted, the remote pasts seem to have developed meanings and functions that not only convey temporal meanings, but also carry a variety of modal and pragmatic notions. The most significant result of the study is the proposition that the first remote past is predominantly modal, as it is used to express future counterfactuality. Some of the older previous studies have noted this feature, but the function has not been properly described nor addressed in any of the studies, and it has been outright ignored in the recent grammars and textbooks.
Another important finding is the emotional use of the first remote past: the first remote past may be used to express conflicted feelings between a previously held belief of the state of affairs and the actual state of affairs. The use of the finite remote past forms in contexts of discourse (interviews, dialogues) and subjective positioning (sharing life stories and experiences) supports the connection to mental states as well as the discourse-anaphoric functions of the form.

In the data representing the second remote past, the most important findings are that the form may acquire similar modal meanings as the first remote past, although not as often. The main difference between the first and the second remote past is that the second remote past is evidentially marked and conveys evidential and related meanings. The opposition between the first and the second remote past in referring to what has been previously discussed associates the first remote past with a stronger first-handedness as it marks shared knowledge, and the use of val and vijem in analytic constructions in this function should be considered and analyzed in more detail in further studies.

Non-standard abbreviations used in glosses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PST1</th>
<th>first past</th>
<th>EMPH</th>
<th>emphatic particle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PST2</td>
<td>second past</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>existential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>absentive</td>
<td>ILL</td>
<td>illative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>adverbal case</td>
<td>INE</td>
<td>inessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSUM</td>
<td>assumptive particle</td>
<td>INFER</td>
<td>inferential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>caritive</td>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>necessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNG</td>
<td>connegative</td>
<td>PTCL</td>
<td>particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR</td>
<td>egressive</td>
<td>SPEC</td>
<td>speculative particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>elative</td>
<td>INFER</td>
<td>inferential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primary data sources

Udmurt corpora: http://udmurt.web-corpora.net/
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